Let's Celebrate Our Silver Jubilee!

Reunion Dinner
- Theme: Retro 70s
- Venue: Loke Yew Hall
- Date & Time: June 12, Sat, 6 pm

Dress code: Flares, Huge collars, Bell bottoms, Tightfitted shirt, Afghan coats, Floral Pattern, Bold Patterns & Prints, Platform shoes, Clogs, Long straight hair, Afro wig, Beret, Flaring hat, Elvis Presley's style Sunglasses, etc.

Special guests: Vice Chancellor, Professor Lap Chee Tui and our teachers

Seminar
- To be held in May

Souvenir book
- Send your 200-word story (in English or Chinese) on “How did HKU change my life?” with pictures to class78@hku.hk

Website
- www.hku.hk/alumni/class78

Organising Committee

Architecture
- Erik Cheng
- So Chee Sing
- K K Luke
- Doreen Lee
- Tony Chiu
- Fong Chun Yau
- Albert Kwan
- Lee Cheuk Yan
- Johnny Mak
- Patrick Ngi
- Clement Siu
- Edmund Sung
- Raymond Tang
- Law

Engineering
- Tony Chiu
- Fong Chun Yau
- Albert Kwan
- Lee Cheuk Yan
- Johnny Mak
- Patrick Ngi
- Clement Siu
- Edmund Sung
- Raymond Tang
- Law

Medicine
- Patrick Li
- Robert Cheung
- Simon Fung
- Florence Ip
- Stephen Lam
- Sunny Liu
- Regina Luk
- Paul Tang
- Sandra Tsang
- Samson Wong

Science
- Enrol Chan
- Chen Fun Ting
- Che Chi Ming
- Norman Chui
- Eddy Lee
- Edw in Wong

Social Sciences
- Cecilia Chan
- Laura Cheung
- Victor Choi
- Simon Fung
- Florence Ip
- Stephen Lam
- Sunny Liu
- Regina Luk
- Paul Tang
- Sandra Tsang
- Samson Wong

Retro 70s Dinner — Registration Form

The dinner will fill Loke Yew Hall with funky styles, music, everyday life features of 1975-78, our undergraduate days at HKU!

The dinner offers not only a reunion occasion, memorable menus from appetizer to desserts, but more happy surprises to be experienced by you, including souvenir bazaar and lucky draws.

After costs and expenses, all revenue will be donated to HKU Foundation.

By post: Class of ‘78 Silver Jubilee Organizing Committee
C/O: Development & Alumni Affairs Office
The University of Hong Kong, 9/F Knowles Building, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong
or fax to: 2517 6351

☐ I would like to join the dinner and purchase ________ ticket(s)

Total cost: $680 per person x ________ = $__________

(Title) Surname: Other names: Other names:
Name in Chinese: Name in Chinese: Other names:
Company/Organization:
Contact Address:
Tel (Office): (Home):
Fax (Office): (Home):
Mobile: Email:

Please find enclosed a cheque, payable to “The University of Hong Kong” of $ ________ for the tickets.